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Introduction

The biology of cocaine addiction is complex but can be interrupted using cocaine vaccines. After cocaine intake, cocaine molecules are captured in the blood circulation system, cross the blood-brain barrier, and move into the cerebrum causing dopamine levels to spike and creating subjective impacts including hyperactivity and intense pleasure. The thought behind cocaine immunization is to get into the body's existing immunologic framework to generate antibodies which can bind to cocaine in the bloodstream and prevent it from reaching the brain. Because of a specific binding capacity toward cocaine molecules, these antibodies can maintain cocaine from entering into the brain and successfully repress its pleasurable impacts.

Immune response and anti-cocaine vaccine

To become immune to cocaine addiction, the body must be persuaded to mount an antibody response against cocaine molecules when they enter the circulatory system. Since cocaine is a very small atom, it successfully evades the natural antibody response and is said to be “non-antigenic”. In an effort to address this problem, researchers have successfully conjugated cocaine molecules to a non-lethal, highly antigenic cholera poison (subunit B) - which can be a nanoprotein/naopeptide [1,2] including nano-aromatic proteins/peptide emitted from the cholera microscopic organisms. This hybrid cocaine/cholera subunit B acts much like existing conjugate vaccines used to prevent Haemophilus influenza and Streptococcus pneumoniae. Once inoculated into the body, this hybrid cocaine/cholera subunit B protein induces a potent antibody response and primes the body to recognize and defend itself against any future re-introduction of cocaine molecules. Inoculation in this way brings about the creation of IgG antibodies produced against cocaine that can quickly disrupt cocaine as it enters the blood circulation system (Figure 1).

Previous studies utilizing this kind of cocaine immunization have shown promising results in volunteers (humans). The beginning studies were exceptionally encouraging and demonstrated that subjects who had a decent immunizer reaction to the antibody (called TA-CD) essentially diminished their cocaine use [3].

These early results prompted a larger study that unfortunately did not demonstrate the same achievement [4]. In Kosten's study, three hundred patients struggling with cocaine addiction received either cocaine immunization or placebo injection. The subjects were then stratified into three groups depending on the levels of anti-cocaine IgG resulting from immunization: the individuals who had high IgG titers, the individuals who had low IgG titers, and the placebo-treated individuals with no IgG titers. The results showed no significant differences in cocaine abuse between these groups after 16 weeks. In fact, there were several cases in which the high IgG titer group had higher urine levels of cocaine than those in the low IgG titer group (Figure 2).

Why might a percentage of the subjects who had the best reaction to the immunization have unchanged or even enhanced cocaine dependence? It's imaginable that they were beating the impact of the immunization (i.e. diminishing pleasurable impact of cocaine) by taking more cocaine. This has appeared in a past study where cocaine addicts who received immunization went on to use higher amounts of cocaine than untreated. This can happen in light of the fact that the IgG levels produced by the immunization are limited. Taking higher dosages of cocaine can overwhelm the antibodies so that free cocaine is then accessible to enter the cerebrum.
A comparative immunization was made for nicotine reliance (nicVAX), which utilized a pseudomonas protein rather than cholera protein to produce a safe reaction. In any case, tests utilizing this immunization demonstrated comparable findings: promising early studies leading to disappointing Phase 3 studies showing that the antibody was not effective at reducing nicotine dependence.

Conclusions

These outcomes raise a vital issue. This history of anti-cocaine and anti-nicotine vaccines demonstrates that no immunization can address the entire fundamental neurobiology of habit and substance abuse. For these immunizations to be successful, the patient must be willing to undergo existing mechanisms of treatment including rehabilitation and behavioural counselling. For those patients who desire to free themselves of substance abuse and have access to existing modes of treatment, anti-substance abuse vaccines may be of substantial benefit. Thus, there remains a need to further develop anti-substance abuse vaccines and treatments for these patients. To this end, there is work at present being done to 1) create immunizations that might be more viable than the TA-CD and 2) create compounds that would quickly metabolize the cocaine to inert metabolites.
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